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Abstrat

This proposal desribes a Transition Radiation Detetor (TRD) for the

detetor urrently being planned for the TESLA Linear Collider. The prini-

ple of measurement is based upon the spaial separation between the traje-

tories of partiles and their assoiated TR-photons, whih is aused by the

partile's deetion in the 3T magneti �eld of the TESLA detetor. Under

this proposal the 5 - 30 keV Transition Radiation X-rays will be deteted

using a Si-pixel detetor.

Pion rejetion fators of 6 to 100 or greater an be ahieved over a wide

range of momenta up to 90 GeV=, for an eletron detetion eÆieny of

� 90%. Under these onditions a spatial resolution for the trak of 15 �m

is expeted.
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1 Introdution

1.1 Eletron ID in TESLA detetor: motivation

One of the most essential performane goals of the TESLA detetor [1℄ is

very good e=� separation. The motivations behind these goals are:

1. The detetion of high p

T

inlusive isolated eletrons with jet rejetion.

The jet bakground onsists mainly of �

0

-mesons, whih arry most

of the jet energy and are not mathed to a high-p

T

harged trak.

Also present, are eletron pairs from Dalitz deays of �

0

=� mesons,

onvertion photons from �

0

=� deays, and high-p

T

harged hadrons

whih yield an eletromagneti shower in the alorimeter.

The detetion of isolated eletrons with p

T

� 40GeV= together with a

good jet rejetion is very important for hadron olliders where the high

p

T

eletron to jet ratio is very low. For existing olliders this ratio is

10

�3

and is expeted to be � 10

�5

for LHC [2℄. For the TESLA ol-

lider the isolated high p

T

eletron to jet ratio is muh higher ompared

to hadron olliders, this is beause the e

+

e

�

� > q�q ross setion is

muh lower and there is a large eletron rate from e

+

e

�

� > WW and

e

+

e

�

� > ZZ reations. Therefore the moderate jet rejetion of � 10

3

is quite suÆient for TESLA.

2. The detetion of eletrons in jets, for instane, the tagging of b-jets

using relatively soft ( p = 5 to 40 GeV= ) eletrons.

A onsiderable amount of \new physis" signals onsist of b-jets (H� >

b

�

b, top deays et.), therefore their seletion is extremely important.

The most powerful way to tag b-jets will be to look for displaed ver-

ties [1℄. However the tagging of soft eletrons inside the b-jet will

provide a valuable omplement to this, giving the additional possibil-

ity to separate b-jets from u, d, gluon and even s jets ( using eletron's

transverse momentum relative to the jet axis. In addition the e

+

or

e

�

tagging of b and  jets allows the measure of vertex harge ( b,

separation from

�

b,� )

Soft eletron b-jet tagging requires good eletron identi�ation inside

the hadron jet and is diÆult to ahieve using information from the
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alorimeter alone. Monte Carlo simulations for ATLAS [2℄ have shown

that hadron rejetion inside gluon jets ahievable by alorimetry alone

is only approximately 30.

3. The identi�ation of onversion photons and �

0

=� Dalitz deays. Whih

may be very useful for the reonstrution of ertain �nal states.

The identi�ation of suh soft eletrons and e

+

e

�

pairs inside the QCD

jet may be onsiderably improved by the use of a TRD in addition to

the alorimeter and Time Projetion Chamber (TPC).

1.2 Eletron ID in the TESLA detetor: performane

The eletron ID in the TESLA detetor an be ahieved using both destru-

tive ( eletron shower in Calorimeter ) or non-destrutive tehniques ( dE=dx

measurements in the TPC and/or usage of Transition Radiation ).

In the ase of alorimetry the information about the spatial shower de-

velopment, both laterally and longitudinally, must be used. This in turn

requires a very �ne alorimeter ell granularity to allow a good measurement

of the �rst and seond moments of the shower shape. As an example, the

H1 liquid-argon alorimeter [3℄ has a sampling struture very similar to that

proposed for the TESLA detetor ( shashlik alorimeter option ). With an

eletromagneti ell size of � 30mm gives a pion misidenti�ation at 30 GeV

of 2 to 5 �10

�3

leading to a pion rejetion power of 200 to 500, with 95 % of

eletrons being orretly identi�ed. Further improvement of the alorimeter

rejetion power, by a fator of 2 to 4, an be ahieved using the 1 to 2 X

0

presampler [1℄. For lower energies [3℄ the �-rejetion is onsiderably worse,

by a fator of 5 for 10 GeV .

This alorimeter rejetion fator is related to isolated partiles (� or e).

In the ase of high energy jets the alorimeter partile ID is expeted to

be onsiderably worse [2℄ due to overlap of jet partiles. For instane some

estimates based on the simulation of reation of t

�

t �nal states at

p

s=500GeV

[1℄ give the fration of overlapping hits inside eletromagneti shower envelop

( at least 3� 3 towers ) of about 10%.

Measurements of dE=dx by the TPC is a powerful tool for eletron iden-

ti�ation but this is only possible at low energies. For example, at least 3�

separation is possible up to 8 GeV but this redues to only 1:5� separation

at 20 GeV [4℄). Note that the separation, in standard deviations, between
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partile speies in hadroni jets is also heavily inuened by trak overlap in

the TPC [4℄.

It is possible to ahieve an additional e=� separation ( non-destrutive

), by using the detetion of the Transition Radiation X-rays produed by

eletrons. It is proposed that the TRD be positioned in the radial spae

between the Si-traker and the TPC.

2 Transition Radiation Detetor for the TESLA

experiment.

2.1 Conept

Usually transition radiation detetors in high energy physis experiments

[5℄ detet TR photons, together with dE=dx losses of the partile. These

losses form the major ontribution to the bakground in TR measurements,

and it is this whih limits the hadron rejetion apability of TRDs. For

instane, the ahievable hadron rejetion level is only about 5 for the total

TRD length, 18m, available within the TESLA detetor (a radial spaing

between Si-traker and TPC [1℄).

Bakground due to dE=dx seems unavoidable beause the TR angle is

very small, � 1=, where  is the Lorentz-fator of the partile. However in

the ase of the TESLA detetor with it's high magneti �eld, B = 3T, one

an make use of the separation in spae of the partile trajetory, whih is

deeted by the B �eld, and that of the TR photons, whih is not.

The deetion distane between the partile trak and TR photon de-

teted is given by:

Æ �

L

2

B

p

;

where:

L is the partile path between TR radiator and detetor

p is the momentum of the partile.

The typial Æ-value for the proposed TRD position is about

200�m�

30GeV=

pGeV=
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for � = 90

Æ

( See Fig. 3 ).

So ompletely separate detetion of the TR photons and the assoiated

partile trak is possible using a high granularity detetor, for example Si-

pixel or Si-strip detetors.

In suh a ase, if the mean number of TR photons is large enough to

give a good eletron eÆieny, the hadron rejetion is determined not by

bakground assoiated with partile dE=dx as usual, but by external bak-

grounds. This bakground may onsist of s from beam-beam e�ets and

synhrotron radiation or oinidental partile hits. In this ase the e/hadron

separation is expeted to be suÆient over a wide range of eletron energies

from the TR threshold, approximately 2 GeV , and above (see below).

2.2 TRD design

It is proposed that the Transition Radiation Detetor be loated in the in-

termediate gap between the Si-traker and the TPC ( radial spaing of 12 to

30 m). It onsists of two parts ( Fig. 1 ):

� The TR radiator onsists of 300 polypropylene foils eah 20�m thik.

The radial thikness of the radiator is Z dependant and varies from 8

m to 3 m, in order to have the same radiator thikness over all values

of the TRD polar angle �. The radiator thikness is about 1% of X

0

(

independently on the rapidity ) and �Z = �50m.

� The partile and TR X-ray detetor will use Si-pixels with a pixel size of

50 �m� few mm in Z. The Si-pixel thikness of 400�m is used in order

to obtain a good absorption of TR X-rays, 5� 30keV . The pixel pith

of 50 �m, in B-�eld bending plane, is needed for separate detetion of

partile and TR-photons. The pixel length is a ompromise between

total number of pixels, approx. 10

7

, and the requirement of having a

small pixel apaitane, in order to obtain aeptable eletronis noise

at a level of 200-300 e [7℄, [8℄. Eah pixel has a very small aeptane,

� ���(� = 90

Æ

) = 1:7 � 10

�4

� 8 � 10

�3

.

The radial thikness of the Si-pixel detetor and eletronis is about

1%X

0

, inluding the mehanial support [1℄.
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Figure 1: Shemati view of the TR radiator and Si-pixel TRD onept
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2.3 Expeted TRD performane

The key parameter whih de�nes the TRD performane is the distane be-

tween the trak and the TR photons ( Æ ). The Æ - value is shown in Fig. 2

for the TRD geometry desribed in Fig. 1 and for pseudorapidity � = 0.

Fig. 3 shows the two-dimensional plot of E

TR

photon

vs Æ for eletrons with

a momentum of 30 GeV=.

One an see that there is a di�erene between the values of Æ for photons

radiated at the beginning of the TR radiator, Æ

max

= 500�m, and those

whih are radiated at the end part of the TR radiator, Æ

min

= 150�m. The

energy spetrum of the TR photons absorbed by a Si detetor of thikness

400�m is shown in Fig. 4 while the distribution of the number of deteted

TR-photons is shown in Fig. 5 .

Fig 3 - Fig 5 are related to � = 0 (� = 90

Æ

).

The same distributions for � = 1.3 (� = 30

Æ

) are shown in Fig 6 - Fig 8.

One an see that:

� the mean number of deteted TR photons is about 3 per eletron. This

shows, that the requirement of deteting at least one photon orre-

sponds to an eletron eÆieny of � = 1� e

�3

= 0:95.

� the mean TR deteted photon energy is about 11 keV . To keep an

eletron eÆieny of � 90% it is neessary to detet TR photons above

a threshold of 5-6 keV .

� There is no signi�ant di�erene in TR yield for the two di�erent ra-

pidities.

� There is signi�ant narrowing in the range Æ for � = 1.3 due to smaller

radial thikness of the TR radiator (See Fig 1).

In order to misidentify the hadron as an eletron there should be at least

one hit in a pixel(s), whih is positioned in the region of the trak loation,

known from the Si-traker and TPC (See Fig 3, Fig 6). The total area of

suh a \TR-expeted" pixel(s) is about 1 - 5 mm

2

( p

?

- dependent ).

The probability of the pion misidenti�ation is �

�

whih is determined

by:

� oinidental partile hits in Si-pixels, whih are expeted to be triggered

by TR X-rays. The expeted position of suh Si-pixels is known from
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Figure 3: Two dimensional plot of Æ vs absorbed TR photons energy (� =
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) for eletrons with a momentum of 30 GeV=
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Figure 6: Two dimensional plot of Æ vs absorbed TR photons energy (� =
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) for eletron momentum of 30 GeV=.
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the trak position and partile momentumwhih an be obtained from

Si-traker and TPC. The expeted hit density even inside a high energy

jet an be estimated at � 10

�3

hits=mm

2

[1℄ for eah bunh rossing

and r = 30m, where the Si-TRD is loated. Moreover, the energy

losses of the jet partile will be about 140 keV , ompared to 5 - 60 keV

for the TR X-ray signal.

� oinidental -ray hits originating from beam-beam e�ets and beam

synhrotron radiation. The estimation from bakground studies [1℄,[6℄

for the TPC gives an upper limit of about 100 hits=bunh over the

whole Si-TRD, whih is less than 2 � 10

�5

hits=mm

2

bunh. There is

a possibility that this number may inrease due to the formation of

tightly spiralling slow eletrons in the B-�eld, although this has yet to

be studied.

� the ontribution of noise from eletronis + detetor.

Keeping in mind that a single 6 keV photon produes in silion a

harge of about 1700 eletrons, an equivalent noise harge at the level

of � 300e rms is neessary to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio

[8℄. The ATLAS Si-pixel detetor [7℄ with a pixel size of 50�m�400�m

and fast shaping ( LHC bunh rossing is 25ns) has a typial noise of

150 eletrons rms. For the TESLA detetor the shaping time of about

100 - 150 ns is aeptable, so the the noise level of 300e rms for Si-TRD

pixel size of 50�m� few mm seems to be ahievable.

� two or three neighbouring pixels an be triggered due to harge shar-

ing and high energy Æ - rays, giving the imitation of TR-photon hits.

For a 50�m pixel pith [7℄ the number of double hits of about 15%

and triple or more hits of about 2% have been obtained experimentally

for a threshold of 2000 e. Taking into aount that the trak posi-

tion in the Si-TRD is well known from the Si-traker and TPC, real

pion misidenti�ation an be estimated as 7:5% for trak - TR-photon

distane 75 �m -125 �m and � 1% for trak - TR -photon distane

125�m � 175�m.

� harge sharing due to Lorenz angle. The Si-pixel TRD will operate in

a magneti �eld of 3 TESLA, the magneti �eld and eletri drift �eld

inside the silion pixel detetor therefore will be orthogonal and the
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drift veloity will assume a omponent along the diretion of

~

E �

~

B.

The harge arriers will then drift at an angle �

L

with respet to the

diretion of the eletri �eld, �

L

being the Lorentz angle. Depending

on the angle of the inident partile, the harge olleted will spread

between pixel ells. The spread being minimum where � equals �

L

.

The Lorentz angle �

L

has been measured [7℄ for B = 1:4T and an

be predited for the TESLA detetor as � 20

Æ

. In order to avoid the

pixel to pixel spread, the Si-pixel detetor has to be tilted at an angle

of �

L

. The pixel to pixel spread due to the magneti bending angle of

the partile in the Si-pixel detetor is muh smaller than the trak -

TR-photon distane:

4�m � (

30GeV=

p

) ompared to 200�m � (

30GeV=

p

)

and an be negleted.

For the high momentum region, where the pion Lorentz-fator is quite

large, there is a prinipal limitation of e=� separation beause pions start to

radiate TR-photons.

The pion TR yield beomes omparable with that of eletron TR-yield

at momenta over 200 � 300 GeV=.

Finally Fig. 9 shows the estimated pion misidenti�ation probability vs

momentum; two �

�

values are presented:

� one is based on double (triple) hit rates in pixels with a pith of 50�m

[7℄ from relativisti partile.

� the seond is determined by the TR yield from pions.

As one an see from Fig. 9, the main reason whih de�nes the e=� separa-

tion for all TRD rapidity overage is the transition radiation by pions. Nev-

ertheless the expeted probability for pions to be misidenti�ed as eletrons

is quite low ( � 10

�2

) for pion transverse momentum up to p

T

' 40GeV=,

and not worse than � 6 up to p ' 90GeV=.

As far as onerns the traking apability of Si-pixel TRD, the spatial

resolution expeted is � 15�m in the r �  plane [7℄, and � 1mm in Z.

Beause r�� and Z resolution of the Si-pixel detetor is substantially better

than TPC resolution, the additional Si trak detetor at r = 30 m will be

useful [9℄ for:
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� improvement of the momentum rasolution;

� improvement of the trak merging eÆieny for a mathing proedure

between TPC and VTX detetor.

3 Conlusions

The main purpose of the Si-pixel TRD in the TESLA experiment is to pro-

vide eletron identi�ation inside the hadroni jets, omplementary to the

alorimeter.

The possibility to predit the TR photon position relative to the ele-

tron trak, ombined with the very small size of the TR-photon envelope

� ��� ' 10

�5

, makes Si-pixel TRDs pratially insensitive to the partile

density inside the jet at hadron rejetion fators of up to � 10

�2

.

This is not the ase for the alorimeter, where � ��� of the eletro-

magneti shower envelope is about 10

�3

, whih is two orders of magnitude

more ompared to the Si-pixel TRD.

The additional Si-pixel r �  spae point (� ' 15�m) may prove to

be very useful for the TESLA detetor momentum resolution and pattern

reognition, of ourse, e=� separation by Si-pixel TRD has to be on�rmed

in beam test measurements. This is urrently being planned.
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